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Feedback Pack

Use the following feedback forms to help you capture your group’s thoughts and ideas as
you work through the exercises in the guide. You can try all the exercises or only do the
ones that suit you and your group best – it’s up to you.
You can print the forms, use the online version or download the interactive version - whichever
you choose, fill them in as you go along during your conversations.
Once you’ve finished your discussions, remember to use the ‘About your group’ form on pages 12
and 13 to tell us about yourself and your group.
As well as hearing your feedback, we would love to see your conversations in action – please take
photos and videos of your groups and share them on social media using #thebigconversation on
Twitter, Instagram and Facebook or on Facebook @ILoveCroydon. Just remember to make sure
that you have the consent of the people in the photo/video before you do so.
You can tell us about your conversations in the following ways:

· Email your completed interactive or scanned forms, or any other documents as well as photos
and videos to bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
· Complete our online forms at www.croydon.gov.uk/groupfeedback
· Drop hard copies in to the Big Conversation response box at your local library
· By post to Big Conversation, Croydon Council, 7th floor Bernard Weatherill House,
8 Mint Walk, Croydon CR0 1EA
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DISCUSSION
GROUP FEEDBACK FORM
Group name
Number of people
Topic discussed (please tick the topic you and your group are discussing)
Culture at the heart of regeneration

Decent homes for all

Safe and secure communities

Jobs and the economy

Caring for each other

Creating a sustainable Croydon

Remember to use the briefing sheet for the topic you have chosen to find out more about this topic and
work through the specific questions (key questions 2 and 3 on the briefing sheet).
General comments

How important is this issue? Why do you say that?

Thinking ahead to 2030 do you think this issue will have improved, stayed the same or got worse? Why
do you say that?

Are we doing enough to meet this challenge at the moment?
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Key questions:
• What more could be done? Who could help?

• Topic specific question

• Topic specific question

• What can we do to encourage residents to help with this challenge?

Conclusions and recommendations

To download this form click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents, photos and videos to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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STRENGTHS
What does Croydon have going for it? What are the assets that the borough has?
(e.g. people, locations, organisations, history, culture etc.)
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WEAKNESSES
What are some of the challenges Croydon faces?
(e.g. poverty, rising house prices, lack of volunteers etc.)
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OPPORTUNITIES
What are the things that will help Croydon to do well?
(e.g. Croydon’s location between London and the Coast, skills & experience in the borough etc.)
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CHALLENGES
What are the things that might stop Croydon from improving?
(e.g. climate change, economic challenges, changes to public funding etc.)

To download the SWOC forms click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents, photos and videos to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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SWOC
GROUP FEEDBACK FORM
Group name
Number of people
General comments

Comments about feedback from SWOC

Ideas for maximising opportunities and strengths and minimising weaknesses and challenges

To download this form click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents, photos and videos to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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Croydon

Reporter

MONDAY 18 MARCH 2030

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY EDITION - CELEBRATING CROYDON’S PROGRESS
Your headline goes here – summing up your top story

Inside...

Text of top story here - 200 words
that sums up who, why, when, what.

Other good stories that don’t
make the front page

Draw picture here to illustrate top story

Caption to explain picture here

Second story headline and story here

Cat rescued
from tree
Heroic
scenes as
moggy is
returned to
her owners
Page 9

To download this form click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents,
photos and videos to bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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HOLD THE FRONT PAGE
GROUP FEEDBACK FORM
Group name
Number of people
General comments

To download this form click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents, photos and videos to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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ABOUT YOUR GROUP
Thank you all for taking part in the Big Conversation.
We’d like to know a little more about your group to find out about the people (like you) who use
our services and spend time in Croydon. It’s important to us to make sure we are hearing from
all our diverse communities as part of the Big Conversation.
When we analyse responses and publish our findings from the Big Conversation information
about you and your group will not be identifiable.
Tell us a bit about your group (For example, does the group have a name, are you from the
same area, do you meet regularly, around a common interest? Are you a group of mixed
ages, a range of backgrounds, different perspectives?)

Has everyone in the group understood the purpose of the discussions and agreed to taking part
in the Big Conversation?
Yes
No
Please tick your groups’ preference:
Analyse these contributions but treat them as a confidential submission
Analyse these contributions and add them to the publicly available responses on the website
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KEEP THE CONVERSATION GOING
We would love to keep in touch with you and feed back as the Big Conversation goes on.
If you would be interested in staying up to date with what’s going in please give us your name and
contact details below.
Name

Organisation or group name

Email

Phone

Address

Yes, I would like to be kept informed about the Big Conversation
Yes, I would like to be kept informed about other council news

Data Protection
We’ll look after your and your groups’ personal data and only use it for the purposes you agree to here.
If you change your mind about giving us this data, we’ll remove it - just email the words ‘OPT OUT’ to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
You will be able to opt out of any communications at any time.
You can view our full Privacy Policy at www.croydon.gov.uk/privacy

To download this form click here.
Email all your filled in forms from this pack, as well as any other documents, photos and videos to
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk
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Notes
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If you would like this information in large print,
braille, audio or another language, please contact us at
bigconversation@croydon.gov.uk and 020 8726 6000 ext 61493
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